
DOWNLEY v HURLEY 1st     3rd August 2019 
 

Venue:  Plomer Green Lane, Downley 

Toss:  Hurley 

Weather: Warm, sunny intervals 

 

Innings of Downley 

 

1 Aaron Brown  c Mandeep b Joban 21 

2 Pete Stone   c Ridgeway b Joban 0 

3 Riaz Ali*     b Ridgeway 60 

4 Stuart Martin     b Arshad 4 

5 Ben Hughes   c Arshad b Mandeep 25 

6 Ibrahim Ullah    b Ridgeway 21 

7 Chris Guy+     b Ridgeway 15 

8 Waseem Ahmed    b Ravi  15 

9 Rob Spreckley  c Joban b Ridgeway 4   

10 Matt Avery   not out   0 

11 Salman Riaz  c Mandeep b Ravi  0 

Extras    including 14w   21 

Total        186 

Overs        39.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Bowling 

 

I Arshad  9-3-30-1 

J Singh   6-0-35-2 

W Ramzan  3-0-31-0 

M Singh  6-1-24-1 

R Singh   10.2-0-36-2 

P Ridgeway  5-0-23-4 

 

 

Innings of Hurley 

 

1 Kelvin Baillie     b Ali  0 

2 Clive Williams  c Martin b Ali  0 

3 Josh Cole*   c Ullah  b Ali  16 

4 Imran Arshad    b Ahmed 0 

5 Mandeep Singh  lbw  b Ali  0 

6 Ravi Singh   c Avery  b Ali  16 

7 Akash Singh     b Ahmed 1 

8 Phil Ridgeway  not out   9 

9 Joban Singh   c Spreckley b Ahmed 1 

10 Mike Cole+   lbw  b Ahmed 0  

11 Waheed Ramzan  c Guy  b Avery 1 

Extras        8 

Total        52 

Overs        20 

 

 

 



Bowling 

 

W Ahmed  10-4-20-4 

R Ali   7-0-22-5 

M Avery  3-1-5-1 

 

Result:   Downley won by 134 runs 

 

Hurley travelled to Downley for the seventh away match of the league season.  For anyone 

who isn’t familiar, Downley is a residential area on the western outskirts of High Wycombe.  

Downley CC occupies an elevated position about a mile north of the A40 and enjoys an east-

facing vista.  There are no sightscreens.  As John F Kennedy might have said, ‘We choose to 

go to Downley, not because it is easy, but because it is hard.’  The resumption of the 2nd XI 

season saw the return of several regulars. 

 

Captain Josh Cole invited the hosts to bat, and Imran Arshad opened the bowling from the 

north end.  It was Joban Singh who achieved an early breakthrough, however, when Pete 

Stone mis-timed a cut shot and was caught by Phil Ridgeway at first slip in the second over.  

Aaron Brown and captain Riaz Ali added thirty-eight for the second wicket until Brown was 

caught at wide mid-on by Mandeep Singh.  Ben Hughes, a strong looking guy with a green 

cap, seemed capable of taking the game away from Hurley, and he added fifty-four for the 

fourth wicket with Ali until he was caught by Arshad at mid-off off Mandeep.  Ibrahim Ullah 

didn’t look like an athlete, but he hit the ball hard and added thirty-seven for the fifth wicket 

with Ali.  Ali played a somewhat edgy innings, but took full advantage of the pace on the ball 

and the slopes of the outfield.  For the thirty-first over Ridgeway joined Ravi Singh in the 

bowling attack, and the pair seemed largely to bowl Hurley back into the match.  Ridgeway 

bowled Ali and then Ullah, and when Ridgeway bowled Chris Guy at 3.30pm, he took his 

1500th wicket for Hurley.  It was at this point that the sun made an appearance.  Joban caught 

Rob Spreckley at slip to give Ridgeway his fourth wicket, and Ravi brought the Downley innings 

to a conclusion when Mandeep caught Salman Riaz on the leg side. 

 

 

 

 

 



Hurley were left a hypothetical fifty overs to chase down their target.  Waseem Ahmed 

opened the bowling for Downley from the north end.  The team score was still nought when 

Clive Williams fell to a low catch at point by Stuart Martin off Riaz Ali in the second over.  At 

this point the Hurley innings subsided like the Norfolk coast.  Kelvin Baillie and Mandeep 

received good balls from Ali, and Ahmed took out Arshad’s off stump to leave the visitors 

reeling at ten for four in the sixth over.  Josh seemed largely unfazed, and maintained a good 

defence and played some shots.  Josh and Ravi added twenty-seven for the fifth wicket until 

the latter was caught at mid-off by Matt Avery.  At thirty-seven for four another Morandi 

bridge-style collapse took hold, and the visitors lost five wickets in nineteen balls for the 

addition of two runs.  Josh was caught on the leg side by Ullah, Spreckley caught Joban on the 

off side to turn the tables, and Akash Singh and Mike Cole received good balls from Ahmed, 

who bowled unchanged throughout the Hurley innings.  It was left to Ridgeway and Waheed 

Ramzan to try to save some face, and the pair added thirteen runs over the last five overs 

until the latter was caught behind by Chris Guy.  The shot of the day from the Hurley 

standpoint was a crisp cover drive by Ridgeway off Avery.  Ahmed didn’t use much movement, 

but he bowled with pace and bounce, and he and Riaz Ali reduced Hurley to thirty-nine for 

nine in fifteen overs.  The visitors were bowled out shortly before 5.30pm. 

 

Not for the first time this season, a plausibly good performance in the field was not seen in its 

correct context until Hurley started to bat.  Hurley don’t require snookers yet, but they require 

three match-miracles or an unforeseen restructuring of the league to avoid the drop.  In the 

next match Hurley entertain Knotty Green at Shepherds Lane. 

 

Scorer:  Martin Birkett (Downley) 

Umpires: Downley and Howard Mansell 


